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Cedar Grove is located on the west side of Blossom Point Road, approximately
one-half mile southwest of the intersection of Blossom Point Road and Maryland Route 6,
and about four miles west of La Plata, Charles County, Maryland. The house faces south
and is surrounded by large shade trees. Open fields lie to the east, northeast and southeast of the house; the remaining area is largely wooded, although there are several
small meadows to the west and southwest.
Built in the late Federal style, Cedar Grove is a three-part house consisting of
a 2^-story main block with a two-part east wing. All three parts of the house were
built at the same time and are of common bond brick construction with headers every
sixth course.
The principal facade of the main block is three bays wide. The entrance door,
framed by over and sidelights, occupies the first bay from the west end. The remaining
two first floor bays and the three second floor bays frame windows of six-over-six sash.
On the north, rear side the fenestration repeats that of the front except that the first
second floor window from the west end is positioned about 18" below that of the other
two in order to align it with an interior stair landing. The rear door has been replaced
with one having four panes in its upper half. The lower sash of the first floor windows
have been replaced with two-pane sash. On the west end there is a single window centered
at each floor level including the attic. The second floor, however, has two windows,
the other located between the center window and the southwest corner. In the partially
exposed east end there are two windows in the gable and a single, off-centered door at
the first floor level. The gable roof runs east to west with two flush gable chimneys
at the east end. On the front roof slope are three pedimented dormer windows with
six-over-six sash. Centered on the north slope is a single pedimented dormer. The
eave cornice is of corbeled brick with one course laid in a sawtooth pattern. The roof
and dormers are presently sheathed with composition shingles, replacing the original
wood shingles.
The two-part east wing begins with a 1%-story section at the west end, two bays
wide on both side elevations. Above the frpst floor openings are small eyebrow windows.
The remaining area is of one-story heigjii< three bays wide on both sides. Both parts
of the wing have shed roofs sloped J^pe south with tin over earlier wood shingles.
On the north side the brick wal1 & are^capped with a soldier course; on the south side
both walls rise to a sawtoothed^jeorbeled cornice. Centered on the east wall of the
wing is a narrow, flush stpve^cmmney. All openings are headed by sfrtayed flat arches.
Alterations to/the exterior, besides the resheathing of the roof of the main block
and wing, include Replacing the splayed arches and wood sills of the windows of the
main block (except three windows on the west end and the two windows and door on the
east end) wi^hxmasonry lintels and sills; the removal of the louvered exterior shutters
(the ties and hinges, however, remain and most of the shutters are stored in a nearby
barn); the construction of a large brick stoop fronting the south entrance door and an
unattractive concrete porch across the south side and east end of the wing.

SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #1.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

A plain yet attractive Federal-style brick house, Cedar Grove, has both architectural
and historical significance in its local context.
Built circa 1854 by Francis Boucher Franklin
Burgess, the present Cedar Grove
replaced an earlier two-story frame dwelling of similar plan that stood on or near the
present site. A watercolor sketch of the earlier Cedar Grove (the name predates 1853),
believed to have been built by Henry Dent (d. 1815) and destroyed by fire circa
1852, appears on a surveyor's plat of the property executed in about 1844.
The history of Cedar Grove is complicated by the absence of several key transfers
and a lack of accurate or sufficiently detailed survey descriptions. Nevertheless,
a portion of the property, including the house site, has been successfully documented
back to 1658 when 300 acres "lying on the east side of the easternmost branch of
Nanjemoy Creek" was sold by Captain William Boarman
a prosperous and politically
influential colonial figure, who owned vast acreage throughout southern Maryland
to
Richard True, Boatwright.
In 1676 True sold half of the 300-acre tract to John and Eleanor Lambert who
later transferred it to their son-in-law, James Alien. Both the Lamberts and the Aliens
lived on or proximate to the present Cedar Grove but the precise location of their
dwellings remains undetermined. By 1716 all except a few acres of the original
contiguous properties. The Manning lands remained intact until 1812. By that year
a large portion of it, 449 acres, had been purchased through various separate transactions
by Henry Dent. Dent died in 1815, leaving the property and the family dwelling,
believed to have been the predecessor of the existing house, to his wife and two sons,
Thomas and Henry. Thomas and Henry Dent, when the youngest had attained legal age,
sold the property to William D. Briscoe in 1836.
At the time Briscoe acquired the property he was leasing and residing at Linden
(NR) near Port Tobacco. By 1840 he had moved to Cedar Grove and maintained a successful
farming operation there. (The complete household and farm accounts kept by Briscoe
and his heirs during their ownership of Cedar Grove exist in a private manuscript
collection in Charles County.) In 1853, following Briscoe's death and the destruction
of the house, Briscoe's two daughters, Sarah and Mary, sold the property to a locally
prominent attorney and political figure, Francis B.F. Burgess.
Burgess, who was active in the state legislature immediately preceding the Civil
War, is believed to have built the present house shortly after his purchase of the
property. (A small collection of his farm and household accounts, as well as correspondence between himself, as Legislator, and Walter H. J. Mitchell, a prominent political
figure and ardent supporter of the Confederacy, also exist in a local, private
SEE CONTINUATION SHEET #2.
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(DESCRIPTION, continued)
The floor plan of the main block consists of a side stair hall and adjacent
double parlor on the first floor. Both the second floor and attic have a hall, a
small room at the head of the hall, and two bedrooms. All of the woodwork is
characteristically Federal in design. The first floor windows and doors have molded
surrounds with roundel!s in the upper corners. The two fireplaces have Empire/
Victorian-style marble mantels with arched openings. The stair, rising in four
flights to the attic, has scrolled stepends and turned newels and balusters. Except
for a simple fn&fallion on the hall ceiling there is no ornamental plasterwork. On
the second floor the woodwork is of a simpler design, and the mantels, also marble,
are plain. Flanking the fireplace in the southeast bedroom are two shallow closets
with shelved interiors. Alterations to the interior include the installation of
heat, electricity, and a bathroom in the small room at the head of the second floor hall
The east wing contains three ground floor rooms: a kitchen with fireplace at
the west end, a small pantry that now houses the furnace and, at the east end, a
larger room that was presumably used as a kitchen and/or storage area. A narrow
enclosed stair at the east end of the west kitchen provides access to a low-ceiling
room that probably once served as sleeping quarters for domestic servants.
All of the interior walls of the wing are plastered and the woodwork is of a
basic mid-nineteenth century profile. Later alterations to the interior include
the bricking up of the fireplace in the west kitchen and the installation of "modern" "
kitchen equipment in the same room.
There are several farm related structures proximate to the house, including
two large barns, a small cattle barn, and several sheds. The oldest of these, a
small frame shed located about seventy-five feet north of the end of the wing,
appears to be at least as old as the house.
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(SIGNIFICANCE, continued)
collection. Both the Briscoe and Burgess papers are being catalogued as part of
a local history project sponsored by the Charles County Community College.) During
the Civil War Union troops were bivouacked at Cedar Grove and according to accounts
left by Burgess' daughters the property suffered extensive damage.
Francis Burgess died in 1865, leaving his real and personal property to be
divided between his wife and children. His wife, Elizabeth, died in 1868, at which
time the half of the property that included the house came into possession of his two
daughters, Jane and Martha. In 1939 the two sisters transferred title to the property,
subject to a life estate, to Katherine Deegan. In 1944 Deegan assumed full ownership
and sold the property, then 285 acres, to John and Cordelia Hindle. It is thought
to have been during the Hindle ownership that most of the existing renovations were
made. In three ensuing transfers the property steadily diminished in size to its
present ten acres.
Basically late-Federal in styling (a house plan regionally popular
from about
1800 to 1860), the house built by Francis Burgess is of interest for several reasons.
It is one of the very few substantial brick houses built here between 1845 and 1880,
a period during which the county experienced extreme economic instability. The house
is nearly unique in that the two-part east wing is original to the 2%-story main
block. The wing is of further interest for the design of its roof, the only known
example of its form in Charles County. Many of the features of the house suggest a
similarity to another Charles County house, Green's Inheritance, built by Francis
Green in 1851 (NR). It is possible that since Francis Burgess and Francis Green were
political associates, they employed the same contractor, G.A. Henisler of Baltimore.
The house today is essentially the same in appearance as when it was built, and
it is one of the very few buildings that retain all of their original interiors.
As one of a handful of mid-nineteenth century structures and the home of a local
political figure, Cedar Grove warrants designation as an architectural and historic
landmark of regional importance.

CEDAR GROVE, Charles County, Maryland
PLOT PLAN
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